Nibiru and The End of Days

Until last month, I believed the Prophesies of Daniel, and John in Revelation were nothing more
than dreams and cryptic visions that had no real relevance to our current world.
A series of ‘coincidences’ has changed my view. A friend at work came into the office and said that
he heard on a Radio show that the earth was going to be hit by a major asteroid this year. He said
that the government knows and is covering up the facts. I smiled and told him that it was pretty
unlikely, certainly nothing to lose sleep over. At lunch that afternoon I was reading CNN.com and

read an article on a conference of astronomers discussing how to prevent a major asteroid, or comet
impact. This caught my attention since the timing was so coincidental.
I decided to look into the idea using the Torah Codes. Maybe the codes can be used to forecast
astronomical events, since in principal, we have a pretty good idea of orbits of identified
astronomical objects. Some of the larger asteroids are named, and we know when they will make a
close approach. This could remove some of the uncertainty around using the Torah Codes to predict
future events.
I did find some indication that the asteroid Toutatis, scheduled for closest approach on September 29
(14 Tishri) might pose some danger. This asteroid should miss Earth by about 4 LD (Lunar
Distances). That is about 4 times the distance between the Earth and the moon. This is scheduled to
be the closest known approach of a large asteroid over the next 30 years. If you are interested in
checking the codes for asteroids, you can get the information on NASA’s NEO (Near Earth Object)
program site. This site has other links to NEO sites including MPC (The Minor Planet Center) at
Harvard.
My friend ordered the book ‘Code Red’ that the authors on the radio program were plugging. We
were both very disappointed in the material in the book there were no dates and very little substance.
The author had a repeated dream seeing the earth from space being struck by a large asteroid. The
one piece of information in the book that was interesting to me was about Planet X, Nibiru (to the
Sumerians) also known as Marduk (to the Babylonians). The authors quoted a book, “The 12th
Planet” by Zecharia Sitchin. I had purchased a copy of this book earlier this year for a different
reason. Another coincidence?

The following is an excerpt from an article I found on a website devoted to Planet-X, Hopi Prophecy,
etc. The author was unknown:
A book called The 12th Planet written in 1976 by Zechariah Sitchin tells of the ancient Sumerian
legends of a planet with a comet-like orbit that came into our area of the solar system every 3600 years.
The inhabitants of this planet were like gods to the earth natives. They shuttled from their planet to
earth with rockets and mined gold to take back to their home planet, Nibiru. He contends they were the
ones the Bible in Genesis refers to as the Nefilim, and as giants.
Could this same Planet X or 12th Planet be the source of the many myths and legends that describe
comets as portents of doom, and speak of battling planets? Could it be the cause of the periodic
destruction's of great civilisations of the past by earthquakes, volcanoes, tidal waves, as described in
many ancient texts, including the Bible, and by Velikovsky? Does Planet X cause a pole shift on earth
as it passes by?
After seeing the Comet Shoemaker-Levy crash into the planet Jupiter a few years ago, astronomers now
realise the possibility of asteroids and comets similarly affecting earth.
Their most recent discoveries of planets circling other stars, planets with elliptical orbits, circling two
stars, "rogue" planets, methane "brown-dwarf" planets, are all proof that no matter how certain
science is one day that something is silly and impossible, they can be proven quite wrong the next. The
best scientists are, therefore, not the hardened sceptics, but those who continually keep an open mind.
History records many names for Planet X. The Sumerian's called it the 12th planet or Nibiru (translates
into; planet of passing). The Babylonians and Mesopotamians called it Marduk, The King of The
Heavens and The Great Heavenly Body. The ancient Hebrews referred to it as the Winged Globe because

of its long orbit high among the stars. The Greeks called it Nemesis. (Its most telling name) Prophets
have named it The Blue Star, The Red Star, The Fiery Messenger, and The Comet of Doom among others.
No matter what the name used, it's the same object that has the same effects before and during its
passage of earth. The Sumerians also had a name for it's approximate 3600-year orbit (A Shar). The
ancient Hindu astronomers named Treta Yuga (3600 years) and the destruction it causes Kali Yuga.

I have also attached another excerpt from an article by Mark Hazelwood:
In 1985, numerous astronomers were intrigued with the "Nemesis Theory." This was proposed
most recently by Walter Alverez of the University of California and his father, the Nobel prize
winning physicist Luis Alvarez. They noticed regular extinctions of various species (including the
dinosaurs), and proposed that a comet, "Death Star," or planet periodically brings with it a
shower of meteors and smaller comet like objects that wreak havoc, death and destruction to the
inner Solar System, including Earth.
In August, 1988, a report by Dr. Robert S. Harrington of the U.S. Naval Laboratory calculated
that its mass is probably four times that of Earth. Planet X is 4 to 5 times larger than of earth, 2025 times its mass and nearly 100 times as dense. X is a professional wrestler of the planetary
community compared to other planets of our solar system. It is a slow smoldering brown dwarf
star.
When X passes between earth and our sun, earth will align to its strong magnetic or gravitation
temporarily, instead of our sun's.
For a short while X will be earth's strongest gravitational voice or influence. Earth's rotation will
then pause for a couple days, like it has many times before recorded in several texts from ancient
history.
The controllers of NASA and its insiders are fully aware of this. Planet X's destruction and
disruption of Earth should change your view of ancient history. The ancients were not the
unsophisticated people common history books have led you to believe. Earth societies have

reached a pinnacle of development several times before only to be put back in technological and
evolutionary time by the wrecking ball of X. Every time the ones left to pick up the pieces and
start building over were so busy surviving for the first few decades afterwards, that the elevated
cultures they originated from disappeared into myth and folklore.
Many of the advances and discoveries of our so-called modern world took centuries to be
rediscovered anew. Listen closely to whatever texts and knowledge from our ancient ancestors
that still remain. Their truth is our truth.
My Note: The strong gravitational forces associated with such a Planet-X would probably
disturb the orbits of asteroids, or comets… possibly diverting them towards earth? Also earth’s
magnetic field has been shrinking over the past few years leading some scientists to speculate
that a polar shift may be approaching (over the next 200-1000 years).

Nibiru in the Torah Codes
With this information in mind, I began searching the Torah Codes for information on Nibiru, and
Marduk. What I have discovered is troubling. There is strong evidence in the Torah Codes for the
existence of Nibiru, a brownish star or planet with a solid ‘crystalline’ core. One matrix puts Nibiru
(at it’s 2nd smallest skip 11 in the Torah) in the same matrix with both forms of End of Days
(popularized by Michael Drosnin). There is a very significant date “29 Elul” that appears at ELS -6
(this is the lowest skip in the entire Torah) in 3 different matrices. . It is also symbolic that 29 Elul is
the last day of the Jewish Year (End of Days indeed?). A third matrix may imply that the fateful
year is 5764 (2003-2004) in the Jewish calendar.
Note: Since building the original matrices for this document I have spent several days looking for
the most likely dates for an encounter with Nibiru.
Based on this research the most likely (statistically significant) dates are:

 5 Lyyar 5764 (April 26, 2004)
 12 Lyyar 5766 (May 10, 2006)
 29 Elul 5772 (September 16, 2012)
These matrices have been added at the end of the document in a section titled: Date/Year

Possibilities.

Obviously, using the Torah Codes on future events is risky at best. However, the implications of this
discovery are such that I must share this information with other codes researchers:

End of Days
This matrix places Nibiru at it’s 2nd lowest ELS (11) in the Torah in the matrix where both forms of
End of Days occur. This is the same matrix that Michael Drosnin published in his book “Bible Code
II – The Countdown”. The matrix includes the word appointment on the same line as Nibiru… An
appointment with Nibiru seems strong at the End of Days. The names of Arafat, Sharon and Bush
also occur. This places the timeframe in the next few years.
Term
Translation
Skip
ðéîéäö÷
End of Days
åøéáéð
Nibiru
îéîéäúéøçàá
At the end of days
áëåë
star n.
úàôøò
Arafat
ðåøù
Sharon
ùåá
Bush
éåðéî
appointment n.

R Factor
(in Matrix) Start
-7551
0.037
2.353
Deuteronomy Ch 19 V 10 Letter 14
-11
0.406
2.722
Numbers Ch 14 V 38 Letter 29
1
0.000
0.000
Deuteronomy Ch 4 V 30 Letter 24
-6
-1.137 1.179
Deuteronomy Ch 4 V 30 Letter 12
1
0.000
2.316
Deuteronomy Ch 9 V 6 Letter 57
2
-0.825 1.491
Numbers Ch 23 V 9 Letter 24
7551
-5.653 -3.337 Numbers Ch 14 V 38 Letter 7
-7
-0.810 1.506
Numbers Ch 14 V 38 Letter 25

The ELS reference is 7551 characters between rows.
There are 8 displayed terms in the matrix.
The matrix starts at Numbers Ch 14 V 37 Letter 13 and ends at Deuteronomy Ch 19 V 10 Letter 41.
The matrix spans 68015 characters of the surface text.

The matrix has 10 rows, is 56 columns wide and contains a total of 560 characters.
There are 6 significant terms in the matrix.
The matrix odds are 1 chance in 1,778,279,400 in favour of significance.
The cumulative 'R' Factor for the displayed matrix is 9.25.

Hidden Star
This matrix searches for the term Hidden (or latent) – Planet, Star, Orb. There is a direct hit on 29th
Elul in it’s lowest ELS in the entire Torah. This matrix supports the Nibiru matrix that follows.
There are only 2 occurrences of Hidden Planet/Orb in the Torah.

Term
Translation
Skip
R Factor
(in Matrix)
Start
áëåëéåáç
Hidden Star
13536 0.376
3.224 Leviticus Ch 14 V 7 Letter 35
ìåìàèë
29 Elul
-6
1.540
4.388 Numbers Ch 24 V 6 Letter 34
öåçîì
crush v.
1
-1.279 1.569 Leviticus Ch 6 V 4 Letter 39
The ELS reference is 13536 characters between rows.
There are 3 displayed terms in the matrix.
The matrix starts at Leviticus Ch 6 V 4 Letter 36 and ends at Deuteronomy Ch 4 V 1 Letter 83.
The matrix spans 108319 characters of the surface text.
The matrix has 9 rows, is 31 columns wide and contains a total of 279 characters.
There are 3 significant terms in the matrix.
The matrix odds are 1 chance in 2152745.943 in favour of significance.
The cumulative 'R' Factor for the displayed matrix is 6.333.

Nibiru
The next matrix looks for the term Nibiru. This matrix is at ELS 39 (This is the 5th shortest ELS in the
Torah (of approx 2900)). There is a direct hit on the surface text “At the End of Days”. There is a
grouping of Star/Planet/Orb, Brownish, Crystalline, and Cosmos. Another cluster connects the terms
Phony, Appearance, and Scientist. (If you search the web for scientist’s opinions on Planet-X, Nibiru,
you’ll find this is the prevailing view). Once again this matrix includes the same occurrence of 29 Elul
at it’s minimum skip of -6. The surface text ‘adjacent’ intersecting Nibiru implies that Nibiru is
adjacent ‘At The End of Days’. ‘Quickness’ implies the change will be sudden (Behold, I come like a
thief ...). Earth and chilliness were added because the impact of an asteroid, or comet, or large-scale
volcanic eruptions would change the global weather patterns… possibly triggering a new ice-age:

Term Translation
åøéáéð
áëåëðá
ìåìàèë
îéîéäúéøçàá
ëåòîì
äøåàî
áëåë
úåøéø÷
éúîçù
úéàøî

Skip R Factor
(in Matrix)
Nibiru
39
1.016
1.619
asteroid n.
113 1.438
2.040
29 Elul
-6
3.083
3.685
At the end of days 1
0.000
0.000
crush v.
-14
0.664
1.266
earth n.
-4
0.728
1.330
star n.
1
0.000
0.000
chilliness n.
236 0.927
1.529
brownish
40
0.982
1.584
appearance
1
0.000
0.602

Start
Numbers Ch 24 V 14 Letter 7
Numbers Ch 24 V 13 Letter 59
Numbers Ch 24 V 6 Letter 34
Numbers Ch 24 V 14 Letter 42
Numbers Ch 24 V 12 Letter 36
Numbers Ch 24 V 2 Letter 8
Numbers Ch 24 V 17 Letter 28
Numbers Ch 23 V 28 Letter 7
Numbers Ch 24 V 17 Letter 71
Numbers Ch 24 V 21 Letter 23

ðòãî
úåøéäî
éàîø
éùéáâ
áåø÷
îå÷é
÷åçù

scientist n.
quickness n.
phony
crystalline adj
adjacent adj.
cosmos n.
pounded

-1
114
-1
39
1
2
14

1.495
0.606
0.150
0.958
0.000
0.294
0.676

2.097
1.208
0.752
1.560
0.000
0.896
1.278

Numbers Ch 24 V 22 Letter 18
Numbers Ch 24 V 11 Letter 34
Numbers Ch 24 V 21 Letter 24
Numbers Ch 24 V 16 Letter 40
Numbers Ch 24 V 17 Letter 21
Numbers Ch 24 V 17 Letter 33
Numbers Ch 25 V 3 Letter 7

The ELS reference is 39 characters between rows.
There are 17 displayed terms in the matrix.
The matrix starts at Numbers Ch 23 V 29 Letter 3 and ends at Numbers Ch 25 V 4 Letter 40.
The matrix spans 1404 characters of the surface text.
The matrix has 36 rows, is 39 columns wide and contains a total of 1404 characters.
There are 14 significant terms in the matrix.

The matrix odds are 1 chance in 6.966E20 in favour of significance.
The cumulative 'R' Factor for the displayed matrix is 20.843.

Year 5764
Neither of the above matrices have a strong indication of the year when these changes will occur. To
attempt to determine this, I searched the Torah using the year as the main term (I looked over a
period of the next 10 years). The current year appears to me to be the best fit (unfortunately!!). This
is the matrix for the current year 5764. In a slightly larger matrix (ie 60X50) there are 2 occurrences of
Nibiru, and one of Marduk. This is the lowest ELS (47) for Year 5764 in the entire Torah. The year is
crossed by the word appointment (This translation I’m not 100% sure of… it is in the Bible Codes
2000 dictionary, not in Code Finder, Ben Yehuda’s, or Webster’s). The word return is in close
proximity. I interpret this as Year 5764, Return Appointment. The word Nibiru occurs at ELS 47 its
6th shortest ELS in the Torah. The following terms cross or intersect Nibiru :

Block/muzzle/prevent & Answer
Earth, Calmness/Tranquility, & Concealment
My interpretation of these terms is that there may be some intentional or unintentional concealment
of the approach of Nibiru. This results in a false sense of security. (Roy noticed the extended term
‘And from the wind-please, it will destroy trees. In 5764 Yah is for me. ’) It’s a bit chilling since any
large asteroid or comet impact on land will have hurricane force winds and crush trees.
Term Translation
ãñùúä
Year 5764
åøéáéð
Nibiru

47
47

Skip R Factor
(in Matrix) Start
1.539 2.317 Exodus Ch 14 V 16 Letter 24
0.824 1.602 Exodus Ch 14 V 10 Letter 28

úéàøî
ðòãî
áåø÷
áåø÷
äáøé÷
öøàä
äøåàî
äååìù
îåìéò
äãòåî
äîéñç
äáåùú
ðéëäì
ããåð
äîåäî
éìäéãñùúäöòäðéúàðçåøîå
çååø
ãåòé

appearance
-12
0.232 1.010 Exodus Ch 14 V 12 Letter 27
scientist n.
2
0.960 1.738 Exodus Ch 14 V 19 Letter 48
adjacent adj.
8
0.161 0.939 Exodus Ch 14 V 11 Letter 20
adjacent adj.
88
-0.874 -0.096Exodus Ch 14 V 16 Letter 29
proximity n.
-66
0.256 1.034 Exodus Ch 14 V 10 Letter 7
earth n.
5
0.093 0.871 Exodus Ch 14 V 11 Letter 12
earth n.
-32
-0.448 0.330 Exodus Ch 14 V 24 Letter 56
calmness, tranqililty
5
0.510 1.288 Exodus Ch 14 V 10 Letter 69
concealment
5
0.556 1.334 Exodus Ch 14 V 10 Letter 62
appointment
46
0.187 0.965 Exodus Ch 14 V 17 Letter 17
block, muzzle, prevent -3
2.066 2.844 Exodus Ch 14 V 10 Letter 45
answer n.
-5
0.955 1.733 Exodus Ch 14 V 10 Letter 25
prepare v.
9
0.728 1.506 Exodus Ch 14 V 19 Letter 17
planetary, wayfarer
-50
-0.2490.530 Exodus Ch 14 V 20 Letter 10
panic
141 -1.375-0.597Exodus Ch 14 V 12 Letter 69
And from the wind-please, it will destroy trees. In 5764(2004) Yah is for me.
47
20.342 22.738Exodus Ch 14 V 5 Letter 80
return n.
-8
-0.3040.474 Exodus Ch 14 V 20 Letter 46
destiny n.
2
0.468 1.246 Exodus Ch 13 V 22 Letter 34

The ELS reference is 47 characters between rows.
There are 20 displayed terms in the matrix.
The matrix starts at Exodus Ch 13 V 22 Letter 11 and ends at Exodus Ch 14 V 25 Letter 27.
The matrix spans 1457 characters of the surface text.
The matrix has 31 rows, is 47 columns wide and contains a total of 1457 characters.
There are 18 significant terms in the matrix.
The matrix odds are 1 chance in 5.02158405472873E43 in favour of significance.
The cumulative 'R' Factor for the displayed matrix is 43.701.

Date/Year Possibilities
I was troubled by the fact that I was unable to place 29 Elul in the 5764 matrix. So I have spent some
time looking for potentially significant dates associated with Nibiru. The following are the 3 most
likely possibilities. The first matrix is a subset of the Year 5764 matrix shown above. The second is
a matrix for 12th Lyyar, 5766 and the final matrix is for the date 29th Elul, 5772:

5th Lyyar 5764 (April 26, 2004)
In the above matrix for Year 5764 the only reasonably significant date is 5th Lyyar. That is April 26,
2004. The matrix looks significant. The words calmness/tranquility and concealment overlap the
date 5 Lyyar, which intersects Nibiru. Earth at skip 5 shares a ä with 5 Lyyar.
Term
ãñùúä
åøéáéð
øééàä
öøàä

Translation
Year 5764
Nibiru
5 Iyyar
earth n.

Skip
47
47
-5
5

R Factor
(in Matrix) Start
-0.042 2.694
Exodus Ch 14 V 16 Letter 24
-0.656 2.080
Exodus Ch 14 V 10 Letter 28
-1.200 1.536
Exodus Ch 14 V 11 Letter 12
1.284
1.452
Exodus Ch 14 V 11 Letter 12

The ELS reference is 47 characters between rows.
There are 4 displayed terms in the matrix.

The matrix starts at Exodus Ch 14 V 10 Letter 11 and ends at Exodus Ch 14 V 19 Letter 69.
The matrix spans 607 characters of the surface text.
The matrix has 13 rows, is 43 columns wide and contains a total of 559 characters.
There are 3 significant terms in the matrix.
The matrix odds are 1 chance in 117019.067 in favour of significance.
The cumulative 'R' Factor for the displayed matrix is 5.068.

In addition: 5 lyyar occurs at minimum skip in the Torah of -2 in the same
Matrix with both forms of End of Days. (6 Sivan is also significant in this
array) This is definitely not a comforting thought as the statistical significance
seems beyond chance. If 6 Sivan is excluded, the matrix odds are 1 chance in
16182.927 in favour of significance for the 2 terms. (Matrix R value = 4.209).
Term
ðéîéäö÷
åøéáéð
øééàä
ðåéñå
îéîéäúéøçàá

Translation
End of Days
Nibiru
5 Iyyar
6 Sivan
At The End of Days

Skip
R Factor (in Matrix) Start End
-7551-0.506
1.961Deuteronomy Ch 19 V 10 Letter 14
-11
-0.026
2.441Numbers Ch 14 V 38 Letter 29
-2
-0.802
1.665Numbers Ch 3 V 2 Letter 4
12
-0.325
2.142Numbers Ch 2 V 34 Letter 36
1
0.000 0.000Deuteronomy Ch 4 V 30 Letter 24

The ELS reference is 7551 characters between rows.
There are 5 displayed terms in the matrix.
The matrix starts at Numbers Ch 2 V 34 Letter 36 and ends at Deuteronomy Ch 19 V 11 Letter 3.
The matrix spans 90692 characters of the surface text.
The matrix has 13 rows, is 80 columns wide and contains a total of 1040 characters.
There are 3 significant terms in the matrix.
The matrix odds are 1 chance in 1768700.808 in favour of significance.
The cumulative 'R' Factor for the displayed matrix is 6.248.

12th Lyyar 5766 (May 10, 2006)
This matrix is statistically significant, 12th Lyyar at it’s lowest skip in the Torah (ELS 3) intersects
Nibiru. In addition, Year 5766 occurs in close proximity at it’s lowest skip (ELS -11) in the Torah.
Term
åøéáéð
åñùúä
øééàáé

Translation
Nibiru
Year 5766
12 Iyyar

Skip
3573
-11
3

R Factor
-2.525 0.528
-0.049 3.003
0.242

(in Matrix) Start End
Deuteronomy Ch 1 V 28 Letter 69
Deuteronomy Ch 11 V 15 Letter 15
3.294 Deuteronomy Ch 4 V 37 Letter 6

The ELS reference is 3573 characters between rows.
There are 3 displayed terms in the matrix.
The matrix starts at Deuteronomy Ch 1 V 28 Letter 45 and ends at Deuteronomy Ch 11 V 15 Letter 15.
The matrix spans 17910 characters of the surface text.
The matrix has 6 rows, is 45 columns wide and contains a total of 270 characters.
There are 2 significant terms in the matrix.
The matrix odds are 1 chance in 1983241.742 in favour of significance.
The cumulative 'R' Factor for the displayed matrix is 6.297.

29th Elul 5772 (September 16, 2012)
Lastly, this matrix unites Nibiru with: 29 Elul at it’s lowest skip (ELS -6) in the Torah and the year
5772 at it’s 2nd lowest skip (ELS 7) in the Torah.
This is probably the most significant date. Many people have speculated that 2012 will be a time of
apocalyptic changes. The Mayan calendar ends in 2012.
Term
åøéáéð
áòùúä
ìåìàèë

Translation
Nibiru
Year 5772
29 Elul

Skip
-4793
7
-6

R Factor
(in Matrix) Start End
-2.648 0.259
Numbers Ch 30 V 7 Letter 16
-0.370 2.537
Numbers Ch 30 V 6 Letter 78
1.422
4.329
Numbers Ch 24 V 6 Letter 34

The ELS reference is 4793 characters between rows.
There are 3 displayed terms in the matrix.
The matrix starts at Numbers Ch 15 V 33 Letter 24 and ends at Numbers Ch 30 V 8 Letter 14.
The matrix spans 24028 characters of the surface text.
The matrix has 6 rows, is 63 columns wide and contains a total of 378 characters.
There are 2 significant terms in the matrix.
The matrix odds are 1 chance in 7332191.81 in favour of significance.
The cumulative 'R' Factor for the displayed matrix is 6.865.

Conclusion
These matrices appear to be significant enough to warrant further study. I have been studying the
codes for about 1.5 years (so I haven’t really scratched the surface). I do not have an in-depth
knowledge of Hebrew. I rely on the program dictionaries and the transliteration guide written by
Roy Reinhold for the Code Finder Tutorial.
I have only spent a little over 2 weeks working on these matrices. These are preliminary results. I
have not spent a large amount of time looking for short words, or combinations of short words that
may be significant. I have also included some terms that are not significant < R=1.2. Because of the
nature of this material, I felt that time is of the essence.
At this point the 5 Lyyar, 5764 date seems significant. The Year 5764 matrix does not specifically
detail what event might take place on that date (ie. Discovery or public disclosure of the existence of
Nibiru, Actual encounter with Nibiru or it’s gravitational or magnetic field.). Or it could be a
statistically unlikely coincidence.
I believe that it is essential to have others validate (or invalidate) these results. I would appreciate
any input. If I have made any errors in transliteration, or included terms that do not make sense,
please let me know. I certainly hope these matrices or my interpretations are false. I truly hope I
made some mistake. I have never believed in the prophets (and kooks) who have proclaimed the end
of the world… and I certainly do not want to become one.

Any questions or comments on this material can be addressed to:
B. Schneider
“bobsch7@earthlink.net”

